THE NEW X-SERIES

Test the new Eberle Cutting Edge. Now!
The new X-Series: Ultimate performance – even under extreme conditions.

nanoflex® VTX  duoflex® SPX
duoflex® VTX  duoflex® MX55
duoflex® GTX
More performance and precision – the benefits are obvious.

- advanced uniform microstructure
- constant hardness and toughness values
- micro-resistant, stable cutting edge
- high capability of heat and wear resistance
- top cutting accuracy
- reduced machine load
- greatly extended blade life
- more performance and efficiency
Eberle Heat treatment – offers a significantly more consistent and uniform microstructure.
Our Service – Your Benefit

Eberle Cutting Data App
The Eberle Cutting Data App provides you immediately and precisely with the cutting parameters for individual bimetal and carbide tipped band saw cutting. It can be downloaded from our homepage or www.eberleslidechart.com or from:

![Google Play Store Logo](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Training
We offer band saw training upon request. Just contact our distribution network or get in touch with our headquarters.

Upcoming Trade Shows
For a detailed overview about our trade shows with direct access to the event website and to Google Maps, please refer to our homepage www.eberle-augsburg.de

Technical Advice
Should you have any questions about band saw applications or ways to optimize sawing processes, Eberle’s expert team will provide competent support:

Tel.: +49 (821) 5212-220
Fax: +49 (821) 5212-300
E-Mail: support@eberle-augsburg.de